
STARDROPS    May 3 – 9

LET'S GO...

May 3 - 23   Venus square Neptune  - The strength of this cycle is for one month, however, I 
feel it will be  just the beginning of a new social theme emphasizing l an absolute mess of 
confusion regarding conflicting data and  instructions given to the people. 

This cycle prompts intense social public challenges. A period of ongoing inquiring, 
questioning and pressing those in authority for clarity and accurate information when so 
many stories, videos, witnessing of strange conflicts of information is being actually reported. 
PICK ANY NEWS SUBJECT AND IT WOULD APPLY.

This transit is not questioning whether this virus is truly serious if one catches it, but the 
confusion over the withholding of the approved medicines and a long list of bizarre 
contradictions surfacing around this story, including its source, U.S. Labs secretly tied to 
Wuhan labs, and the truth as to how it was  accidentally released.  ( Article on this and bio-
tech weapons coming.)

This period is crazy, and Venus square Neptune is a sign of fear and confusion, retaliating 
against insane Neptunian activities and the people running them.

Basically, Venus in Gemini is the love of common sense and logic, social prosperity, 
intelligence and networking, sales, business and creative imagination. It rules the power of 
connecting and bonding with the people we love. 



Neptune rules an elitism, high idealistic impossible to reach standard of OCD expectations 
projected upon the world with layers of secretive nefarious agendas. 
This cycle as I said, could be only just the beginning which could continue for months.
Venus square starts a cycle of previously withheld information revealed, tearing down 
Neptunian secrecy.. It puts pressure upon all authority sources who are suspiciously tied to 
other personal agendas which are shocking as to their real motives, destructive towards the 
population.  It will be seriously  challenged.  Venus rules magnetic loving nurturing and 
valuing. The square to Neptune is the attempt to erase, dissolve, eliminate, hide or make sick 
or poison.

Links to the last Stardrops ( April 26 – May 2 )  contains full Venus retro square Neptune 
cycle HERE  page 2,  Venus square Neptune.

May 4   Mercury conjoin Sun in Taurus  A good day for all positive crystal clear decisions, 
plans, work ideas, interviews and motivation to get going with  projects.

May 5   Mars semi-sextile Pluto and Mercury semi-square Node
A time of subtle positive motivation for physically getting up and doing things to bring order 
into your life, organizing and positive purging of ones' things. The start of constructive plans 
are forming now.

May 7  Mercury sextile Neptune    Empathetic and Compassionate conversations and 
inspiring bonding with special people in your life. Reading inspiring materials, watching 
moving movies, videos, documentaries. Opens up spiritual and idealistic vision of what you 
are going after.

May 7   Full Moon in Scorpio 
A time for going within. Make space to heal, nurture body, self, dive fully into gratitude for so 
many incredible things that have been brought to the surface. It's a period of emotional 
release of the old, and re-building your inner fire and spiritual nature, getting ready for the 
New Moon's fresh new start emerging from this healing time on May 22 at 2* Gemini.

May 9 /10   Mercury trine Pluto and Jupiter in Capricorn   Excellent period  for all serious 
communications,  financial decisions, planning, writing content, signing contracts and making
agreements. Any situation where you are planning out a strategic plan for future goals, 
employment, interviews, financial arrangements and meetings with others, investors and real 
estate.  You can count on your thinking  being rational now.

SATURN IN AQUARIUS INCONJUNCT TRANSITING NORTH
NODE IN CANCER/GEMINI 

Started April 9, 2020, exact from April 16 to April 30, 2020  - Most severe period of public 
work, financial challenges globally.

Continues all June through September 20, 2020.

 ( Transit of North Node will move from  29* - 25* Gemini  continuing a soft inconjunct to 

https://starfires.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Stardrops-April-26-May-2-2020.pdf


Transiting Saturn retro moving from  1* Aquarius back to 25* Capricorn  ending September
20, 2020. 

Synopsis : A continual catching up, recovery from Business Economic Financial and 
Social setbacks. Financial and employment frustrations, inconveniences, disruptions.
Certain official authority figures seem to have no support or helpful solutions or 
answers. It is a test for the people to come together and bring solutions for each other
that are productive, responsible,  reasonable, respectful and solves the problems of 
business restrictions, mental emotional health and well being and financial and 
every day necessities flowing again.

 
As the Saturn deals with business, government, rules and parameters, boundaries, 
restrictions, facing realities and any sort of authoritarian mandates or orders is in an 
inconjunct ( an incredible dilemma )  to North Node which represents the public, the people's 
trends, attitudes, flow of money...these issues will be massively stressed.  

INCONJUNCTS CREATE A SENSE OF NO WIN. 

LET'S CHANGE IT - BEND AND ADJUST TO THE INEVITABLE SOLUTIONS FOR
THE GREATEST WIN FOR EVERYONE – PAY ATTENTION TO THE BIG

PICTURE and BE OPEN TO INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS NOW.

This will represent a continual adjustment and shift of attitude towards opening up the 
world again, even though it is certainly not the perfect situation, we have no choice. 

This is how inconjuncts are. They are inconvenient and have issues which continue to 
keep emerging here and there, almost mutating without clear cooperation or solutions.

Saturn in Aquarius' highest qualities bring freedom liberty, humanitarian support. In Aquarius, 
we have a planetary assignment to value humanity, each and every one, remain free and 
work hard to establish Aquarian ideals in our society and for ourselves. 

The perversion of Aquarius would be intolerance towards and severe restrictive mass control 
of humanity. 
Misuse of technology and Science. A sort of Atlantean nightmare return of experiments gone 
bad and released into the population.
 Saturn is Karma and Aquarius troubles are an intolerant arrogance of scientific entitlement 
devoid of love and spirit dictating how the people should live. 

Here is a recent post on Saturn in Aquarius 

Misuse of Aquarius is hatred of humanity and the Aquarian Ideals that all people 
matter.
( Examples are endless -  A tiny bit of an example, please do your own research Bill 
Gates reducing population )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAJ3YhlUegk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAJ3YhlUegk
https://starfires.com/elementor-4171/


During the Saturn inconjunct Node period from Mid – April 2020 through September 20, 2020,
we have challenging inconveniences and disruptive disconnects with financial and social. It is 
between the good will of independent people being subjected to Science and Statistics putting
not only individuals, groups and the public in even more jeopardy but also the discussion of 
moving forward with restrictive Saturn in Aquarius themes of public control via immunizations, 
vaccines, proof of immunity documents and chips, verified tests  before we can move freely to
the usual public events and travel. 

I know this is a touchy subject, but remember, Venus is moving retrograde – what does your 
INTUITION tell you about over doing it to the point of people having no money and starving 
literally to death?  

It's neither total lock down for months and months with endless extensions nor open 
everything up completely and allow contagious people to roam with no responsibility. There is 
always a middle way. Why are we allowing authority figures to order us when we can come 
together with verified professionals who have no sell out to corporations to help us plan?

There are many  dangerous activities being planned to perpetuate this restriction and keep 
adding on to the restrictions. The perversion of Aquarius is Total Humanitarian Community 
Intolerance and Control.  

As Saturn moves retrograde  on May 11th, and goes back into Capricorn on July 1, 2020,  it 
will still inconjunct the Node yet might lesson the social restrictions and intolerance some, 
along with an incredibly diminished number of virus infection reported.

The  Node will move into Gemini on 6/7 along with the Full Moon on May 7, which could put 
power into the public to demand a new solution and answers to all this agenda and what's 
behind it. It's a partial taking matters into their own hands. Saturn retrograde can give people 
time to reflect, review and digest thoroughly what has transpired to make smarter choices and
change.

AFFIRMATION:

“I AM Calling into action infinite intelligence, courage, information, facts, truth and 
transparency with all activities impacting myself, friends, loved ones family, my state, 
nation and the world. 
I AM calling into place the divine intelligence and logic, common sense and complete 
respect for all freedom and individual rights, flow of economy, business, money, 
communication and information unrestricted quickly with the speed of light.

Seven Archangels, come now into the world, into my world and release your powers 
into all situations behind the scenes of any deception and dark agendas which must 
be revealed and challenged, replaced with the truth and perfect progress leading to 
the restoration of the positive abundant and healthy life everywhere. Amen.”

If you've missed any Stardrops releases, they will be posted Here

https://starfires.com/treasures/astrological-weekly-stardrops/
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